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The Law of Success was a precursor to Napoleon Hill's Think and Grow Rich. Hill was well 
known for researching what made millionaires different from the common man. The sixteen 
lessons in this book perfectly crystallize everything you will need to know to succeed during 
these hard economic times. Many of today's best known self help books take there core 
concepts form this book. The Secret, the Power of Positive Thinking, the Millionaire next 
door, and The Law of Attraction all take their basic premises from this landmark work. Now 
you can get it from the source. Once you've read this book you will understand what gives 
certain people an edge over everyone else. By following the advice laid out clearly herein 
you'll be the one with an edge. It's time to stop wondering what it's like to be rich and start 
knowing. This book has changed countless lives and it can change yours! Unlike many of 
the other editions on the market today, this edition is complete and unabridged! Wilder 
Publications is a green publisher. All of our books are printed to order. This reduces waste 
and helps us keep prices low while greatly reducing our impact on the environment.
May I congratulate you on your persistence. Any man who devotes that much time...must of 
necessity make discoveries of great value to others. I am deeply impressed by your 
interpretation of the "Master Mind" principles which you have so clearly described. 
(President Woodrow Wilson)This is the unprecedented blue print for success. Anything your 
mind can conceive and believe- you can achieve. That is the timeless philosophy of 
Napoleon Hill, author of this all time motivational best seller, Think and Grow Rich. 
Napoleon Hills's classic teaching reveals a secret formula that has created more millionaires 
than any other book or success system combined. With these proven success principles, 
you will begin to think outside the box and make your dreams a reality. 
 
Hill's timeless masterpiece will open your mind up to new ideas and visions that will allow you 
to experience a lifestyle of complete success. This in-depth study of personal achievement 
will guide you to a life of peace and opulence. 
 
Narrated by the legendary Russ Ossenbach, This CD set was digitally recorded using pro-
tools technology. This is the ONLY true unabridged audio edition of this book available in 
the world. While other versions have used an abridged 280-page book- this ten (10) CD 
set utilizes the original, unabridged 381 page text, thus capturing the entire essence of this 
all time motivational Classic. 
 
Listen to the sweet sound of success and let today be the first day that you THINK AND 
GROW RICH!

Other Books
The Law of Success, Here is the Holy Grail of success philosophy: Napoleon Hill's complete 
and original formula to achievement presented in fifteen remarkable principles--now newly 
designed in a handsome single-volume edition. This is the master volume of the 
extraordinary work that began the career of Napoleon Hill. Originally produced by Hill in 
1928 as an eight-book series, The Law of Success is now available to contemporary 
readers in a single edition, redesigned and reset for ease of reading. The Law of Success is 
the golden key to Hill's thought--his complete and unabridged mind-power method for 
achieving your goals. After interviewing dozens of industrialists, diplomats, thought leaders, 
and successful people from all walks of life, the young Hill distilled what he learned into 
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these fifteen core lessons, organized with an introductory chapter, 'The Master Mind,' that 
serves as a primer to Hill's overall philosophy. As Hill saw it, these lessons work as a "mind 
stimulant" that "will cause the student to organize and direct to a DEFINITE end the forces 
of his or her mind, thus harnessing the stupendous power which most people waste." While 
future classics of Napoleon Hill would inspire millions of readers, there is no substitute for 
The Law of Success for everyone who wants to grasp the full range of Hill's ideas and tap 
their transformative power.
�����. Here is the Holy Grail of success philosophy: Napoleon Hill's complete and original 
formula to achievement presented in fifteen remarkable principles--now newly designed in 
a handsome single-volume edition."
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